THE IMPACT OF LOW-CODE
ON IT SATISFACTION
As emerging technologies increase the pressure on IT, developers cite
“faster/easier development tools” as #1 way to help the IT organization
and reduce job frustrations
SURVEY CONDUCTED BY:

Automate More. Code Less.

Executive Summary
Businesses depend on their IT teams more than ever. The effective use of technology now defines
competitive advantage. Business line owners look to their IT colleagues to help drive innovation
and unlock new revenue streams by providing applications and infrastructure to transform the
customer experience and optimize operational performance.
In light of this, it is important to ask how satisfied IT leaders and IT developers are with their jobs
and the specifics of how they spend their time. How successfully do they feel they are meeting
business objectives? Conversely, what pressures do they feel are mounting, and how can those
pressures be reduced?
Appian commissioned IDG to explore such questions through a survey of IT leaders and developers
at large enterprises. The data shows that both groups of respondents have a clear vision of the
top business objectives they must drive towards over the next 12 months. Both groups are feeling
increased pressure from changing business expectations brought by emerging technologies such
as artificial intelligence (AI) and robotic process automation (RPA). The data further shows that
both IT leadership and IT developers report low satisfaction with key aspects of their jobs, and the
opportunities presented to them. Both groups also recognize the business results and personal
satisfaction value of changing how applications are developed – but for slightly different reasons.
IT developers believe low-code technologies can help improve job satisfaction by eliminating
mundane aspects of coding and increasing developer opportunities to innovate. IT leaders see lowcode’s accelerated delivery as an enabler of new revenue that positions IT for greater recognition
as a business-growth driver.
The results serve as a wake-up call for organizations looking to get the most from their IT talent
in transforming the business and adapting emerging technologies as part of a larger digital
transformation strategy.
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Alignment on Objectives, but Variation in How to Reach Them
Senior IT and developers have clear alignment on the most important business objectives for their organizations
over the next 12 months. All respondents work at organizations where digital transformation initiatives are well
under-weigh, and the common focus of those programs appears to be top-line growth, bottom-line savings, and
Respondents
cite improved efficiency, revenue growth and increased
competitive advantage through innovation.

innovaon as the most crical business outcomes over the next 12 months.
Most Important Business Outcomes – Next 12 Months
Most crical

2nd most important

3rd most important

Improved efficiency
Revenue growth
Increased innovaon
Improved compeve posion
Cost savings

8%
11%

12%

12%

17%
9%

Expansion into new markets

8%

8%

Increased customer loyalty/retenon

6%

11%

New customer acquision

7%

8%

New product introducon

7%

11%

8%
9%
8%
8%

8%

9%

51%

7%

9%
7%

66%
65%

60%

43%

12%

42%

8%

7%

5th most important

46%

8%

10%

9%

8%

11%

12%

13%

10%

14%

13%

15%

14%

11%

8%

13%

14%

20%

4th most important

8%

41%

8%

40%

Aracng/retaining employees 2%6% 6% 7% 6% 27%

8 Innovation are the top three results for both groups. In
Improved Efficiency, Revenue Growth, and Increased
fact, alignment is fairly even across the board, except that IT leadership indexes higher on the need to improve
competitive position (a 13-point differential), while developers index higher on the need to increase customer
loyalty (a 10-point differential). The former may be due to IT leaders tracking performance against board-level
concerns,
the latter may
arise
due to developers
hearing moreregarding
directly from the
business
in terms of the
IT
and while
developers
are
mostly
in agreement
top
business
need for customer-oriented apps and services.

Senior
outcomes, though IT execs place more importance on staying compeve.
Most Important Business Outcomes – Next 12 Months
(% Ranking in the Top Five)

Improved efficiency

68%
63%

Revenue growth

62%
67%
61%
59%

Increased innovaon
Improved compeve posion

44%

57%

43%
50%

Cost savings

45%
41%

Expansion into new markets

37%
47%

Increased customer loyalty/retenon

Senior IT
Development

42%
39%

New customer acquision
New product introducon

35%

45%

29%
24%

Aracng/retaining employees
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IT supports these business outcomes through the delivery of new software applications and services that
enable better processes and experiences. When asked what types of revenue-generating and performanceimproving applications are most in demand at their organizations, composite responses show the top three
types to be customer experience/loyalty apps, data analysis and monetization apps, and apps that enable
Developers see a demand for applicaons that opmize internal processes, while senior
innovation in business processes and product and service offerings.

IT sees a need for applicaons that incorporate emerging technology and/or enable
market expansion.
Revenue-generang and Performance-improving Applicaons in Demand
(Select five)

Applicaons that improve the customer experience/increase
customer engagement

62%

Applicaons that help us to analyze and/or moneze data

58%

Applicaons that enable innovaon

58%

Applicaons that enable 24/7 availability

52%

Applicaons that opmize internal operaons and processes

52%

Applicaons that incorporate AI, ML, RPA, blockchain and/or
other emerging technologies

45%

Applicaons that enable market expansion

45%
44%

Applicaons that help to idenfy new business opportunies
Other

1%

12

Interestingly, there are differences in how IT leaders and developers perceive the business need when it comes
to new applications. Compared to developers, IT leaders over-index on:
• Apps that enable market expansion (17-point differential)
• Apps that help identify new business opportunities (9-point differential)
On the other hand, IT developers as compared to IT leadership over-index on:
• Apps that optimize internal operations and processes (17-point differential)
• Apps that improve customer experience (9-point differential)
IT leadership is clearly responding to the business need for growth – expanding market share and gaining
new customers. Developers, who are “down in the trenches” taking requirements directly from their business
counter-parts, are experiencing a greater demand for apps that make experiences better for existing customers
– and a much greater demand for apps that improve inefficient and broken internal processes.
In addition, senior IT is more generous in their evaluation of development team performance than the
developers themselves. Developers were nearly twice as likely as IT leaders to respond that their development
cycle times and time to market fall short of business expectations. Likewise, developers were twice as likely to
say the same of their organization’s ability to act quickly on new ideas.
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Emerging Tech is Increasing Pressure on IT
Both groups agree that the race to digitally transform the business is putting enormous pressure on IT
organizations to stay on top of emerging technology. More than four out of five respondents (86%) in the
survey said that emerging technologies add pressure on the IT organization to some or a great extent.
Specifically, it’s the increase in the number of requests for emerging technology apps and requests to integrate
emerging technology apps with legacy systems and data that are causing the most anxiety.

A majority (86%) agree that emerging technology adds pre
organizaon, most oen in the form of requests for emerg
Extent to Which Emerging Technologies Put
Added Pressure on the IT Organizaon

Ways in Which Emerging Tech
Business’ Expe

(All Respondents)

To li le
extent
11%

Increase in the number of requests f
emerging technology apps

To a
great
extent
42%

Not at all
3%

Requests to integrate emerging technolog
apps with legacy systems/data

Expectaon that IT will develop or sourc
specialized skills (e.g., for coding and da
science)

To some
extent
44%

Pressure to accelerate app developme
49%
34%

To a great extent

Othe

43%
46%

To some extent
7%
14%

To li le extent

1%
6%

Not at all

Senior IT
Development

No impa

Q6: To what extent do emerging technologies like ar ficial intelligence, machine learning, and robo c process automa on put added pressure on
increase the number of applica ons, boost the speed of delivery, diversify skill sets, etc.)?
How are
emerging technologies
like AI,agree
machinethat
learning
and robo
c process automa
on changing
expecta ons that the business has for
In terms of combatting thatQ7:rising
pressure,
both groups
faster
development
tools
are thethe
number

1 solution. This is followed by more availability of specialized skills for coding across multiple technologies
15
and platforms, and better collaboration with business lines. These three potential improvements outrank
increased budget, having more time, and getting more data scientists for artificial intelligence and machine
learning purposes. In fairness, it is likely that respondents under-indexed these responses because they assume
Faster
tools, specialized skills and be er collabora on with business lines are
(probably rightly) that they are unlikely to get them.

the things that would be most helpful in developing emerging technology apps.
Would Help Organiza on the MOST in Developing Applica ons
that Use Emerging Technologies (Select ONE)
19%

Faster/easier development tools

21%

More specialized skills available

21%

21%
22%

Beer methods of collaboraon with business
lines

21%

22%
20%

7%

Senior IT
Development

14%
13%

13%

More me

More data sciensts

17%
16%

16%

More budget

23%

7%
7%

Q8: With respect to the development of applica ons u lizing emerging technologies, what is the one thing that would help your IT organiza on the most?
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Obstacles to Organizational Success
What are the biggest challenges for IT in enabling these important business outcomes outlined above? Across the
board, respondents agree that the number 1 challenge is staying on top of advances in emerging technologies. This
IT
organizaons are feeling pressured to stay on top of emerging technology
is followed by adjusting to changing business cultures, and the need to create cutting-edge digital experiences.

and struggling to keep up with changing business culture.

Biggest Challenges for IT in Enabling Business Outcomes
Most crical

2nd most important

3rd most important

Pressure from the business to stay on top of emerging technology (e.g.,
AI, analycs)
Changing business culture/mindset (influx of new ideas, tech-savvy end
users, etc.)
Pressure from customers and end users to create cung-edge digital
experiences

17%

4th most important

15%

11%

15%

17%

9%

14%

11%
10%

14%

12%

13%

5th most important

67%

9%

64%

12%

62%

13%

Meeng required speed of delivery

14%

9%

15%

8%

12%

59%

Skills gaps/shortages

13%

11%

14%

10% 9%

58%

Growing volume of applicaon development requests

12%

12%

Lack of alignment and collaboraon across the company
Lack of budget/resources

9%

13%

13%

9%

9%
9%
12%

58%

11%

13%

14%

11%

56%

8%

55%

13%

Q2: In your opinion, what are the biggest challenges for IT in enabling important business outcomes? Please select and rank the top five in order of cricality.

If you dig a little deeper into the survey results, it’s not the need for new technologies, or the requests from
users, customers or senior leadership themselves that are causing
10 anxiety. It’s IT developers’ perception
that they are not able to meet those demands. This was alluded to above in terms of IT’s dissatisfaction with
development cycle times. But it’s not just being too slow.
Despite customer experience apps being the most requested, fewer than 50% of all respondents say their
organization is highly-effective at integrating AI and RPA into customer service workflows. Only 20 percent of
respondents overall (including only 17 percent of developers) gave their organization a rank of highly-effective in
this regard. A little more than a third rated their IT organization’s ability to handle customer service hand-offs across
multiple business units as “excellent.” However, when you separate the responses between senior IT and developers,
it’s
obvious that the
rankimprove
and file arecustomer
much more pessimistic
than leadership.
Only 18 percent
developers give their
Applicaons
that
experience
are in demand,
but IToffaces
IT organization an excellent rating. Due to a fractured IT landscape, respondents estimate that service reps must
challenges in delivering – respondents cite a need to develop more user
open an average of 5 screens to get a full view of the customer today – and 20% need as many as eight screens open.

friendly apps and improve security, among other challenges.

IT’s Challenges in Delivering a Beer External Customer Experience
58%
61%

59%

Developing more intuive/user friendly applicaons

56%
60%

58%

Ensuring security of personal or sensive data
Speeding up response me

54%

55%
52%

Enabling the use of emerging technology for greater
customer insights

53%

51%
56%

35%

Unifying customer data with service processes
Omni-channel customer communicaon

47%
43%

45%

Providing reliable service/24x7 availability

Respondents esmate
that service reps must
open an average of 5
screens to get a full
view of the customer
today (20% are opening
as many as 8 screens or
more).

37%
33%

Senior IT
Development

25%
30%

27%

Other
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Lack of Tools and Success Leading to Poor Job Satisfaction
Among IT Professionals
A pressing need to execute on a digital transformation vision. Pressure from users, customers and senior
leadership to create new apps and integrate emerging technology into existing workflows. The perception that
the IT organization is not meeting these demands due to a lack of effective tools. It can be draining, and, frankly,
that’s understandable. Not being able to perform due to powers beyond your control leads to uncertainty and
hesitation and impacts morale.
According to the survey results, more than 50 percent of IT developers report low satisfaction with key aspects
of their jobs. They are particularly unsatisfied with their ability to collaborate with other lines of business, and
with their opportunities to focus on new, interesting technologies for business transformation.

Less than half of developers are highly sasfied with various aspects of their
jobs. They report the least sasfacon with collaboraon opportunies.
Sasfacon with Aspects of Developer Role
Extremely sasfied

Very sasfied

Access to technology that helps you to be producve in your
job
Opportunity to focus on new, interesng technologies for
business transformaon

Recognion for your contribuon to business innovaon

Collaboraon with senior IT leadership

Ability to collaborate with other lines of business

Somewhat sasfied

Not very sasfied

19%
21%

27%

39%

24%

38%

18%

26%

21%

21%

7% 1%

44%

26%

22%

Not at all sasfied

42%
35%

14% 1%
12%

4%

13% 1%
21%

1%

20

Moving legacy systems to the cloud and merging new apps into existing workflows is not simple. The problem
is that legacy apps were written years or decades ago to fit old architectures that are now obsolete. They
need to be tweaked, reconfigured or completely rewritten to fit new architectures, and they come with a lot
of tech debt—defined as the implied cost of additional rework caused by choosing an easy solution now over
the right solution.
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The result is that IT professionals, specifically developers, architects and engineers are spending too much of
their time and effort on maintaining existing applications rather than on creating new applications based on
emerging technology that enable digital transformation. According to the data, developers consider time spent
troubleshooting issues, deadline pressures, repetitive tasks, and an inability to work on strategic projects to be
the worst parts of their jobs.

Developers consider me spent troubleshoong issues, deadline pressure and
epeve tasks to be the worst parts of their jobs.
Worst Part of the Developer Role
(Select five)

Time spent troubleshoong applicaon issues

42%

Time constraints/deadline pressure

41%

Time wasted on repeve tasks (e.g. coding the same form repeatedly)

38%

Few opportunies to work on strategic projects

33%

Outdated or slow technology/tools

32%

Low visibility into/interacon with other parts of the business

31%

Lack of support for experimentaon

29%

Lack of access to/acknowledgement from senior IT management

21%

Manual processes for coding and tesng

20%
19%

Low or no access to training and development opportunies

12%

Lack of collaboraon within my team
Other

1%

21

Senior leaders in IT are least satisfied with their opportunities to drive business innovation, as well as the lack of
recognition
opportunities
arise.
Senior they
IT isreceive
leastwhen
sasfied
withdothe
opportunity to drive business innovaon as

well as the lack of recognion when the opportunity does arise.
Sasfacon with Aspects of Senior IT Role
Extremely sasfied

Very sasfied

Somewhat sasfied

Not very sasfied

Not at all sasfied

Ability to provide a compelling work environment for your
development teams

37%

39%

22%

1% 1%

Access to technology that helps your teams to be producve
in their jobs

37%

39%

21%

2% 1%

Collaboraon with other line of business leadership

35%

Opportunity to drive business innovaon

35%

29%

33%

3% 0%

Recognion for driving business innovaon

33%

30%

32%

5% 0%

21%

39%

5% 0%
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When Senior IT prioritizes their top job-related concerns, finding ways to increase IT efficiency and increase

When Senior
IT priorizes their top job-related concerns, finding ways to
productivity top the list.
ncrease IT efficiency and increase producvity top the list.
Senior IT’s Top Job-related Concerns
(Select five)

Finding ways to increase IT efficiency

50%

Finding ways to increase IT producvity

49%

Cost control/expense management

41%

Inspiring innovaon among employees

38%

Finding opportunies for IT/business collaboraon

36%

Maintenance burden of legacy IT infrastructure

36%

Elevang the image of IT

35%

Employee retenon/turnover

33%

Technical debt created by shortcuts and workarounds

32%

Addressing skills gaps/shortages

31%

Internal communicaon issues/power struggles

22%

Other
23
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Conclusion: Improving Outcomes and Satisfaction with Low-code
Digital transformation is reaching even deeper across the enterprise, as organizations around the world
embrace AI, RPA, and other emerging technologies to automate traditionally manual processes and workflows.
Often, the drive for digital transformation starts at the top with senior-level management, or at the user level.
IT is simply tasked with “making it work.” However, implementing these emerging technologies and integrating
them with existing workflows is anything but simple. Developers often have to fall back on manual, repetitive
tasks that introduce a lot of tedium into their day-to-day. In many ways, the added complexity effectively wipes
out the efficiency benefits the emerging technology was expected to generate—and in some cases, it’s making
things worse because of high customer and business-line expectations.
This is taking a personal toll on satisfaction at the developer, engineer and architect layers in the IT organization.
Low job satisfaction can lead to high turnover, increased training and Human Resources costs, and a loss of
valuable intellectual property—further hampering digital transformation efforts.
Low-code application development platforms present a solution to many of the “trouble areas” in IT satisfaction.
Replacing code with visual design and automating much of the development process results in faster delivery
of enterprise applications that are easier to create, integrate, update, and maintain. The day-to-day tedium that
bogged down developer productivity is removed, freeing up developer time to work on higher-level projects
that deliver greater business and personal reward.
When respondents were asked about low-code development’s ability to impact areas of low IT satisfaction:
• 80% agree that low-code is useful for automation of repetitive development tasks, such as coding forms and
business rules.
• 79% agree low-code development is a time-saver.
• More than two-thirds (68%) agree that low-code is viable for the development of mission-critical applications.
• Nearly 80% believe that using low-code can free up developer time to work on higher-level projects.

Overall, senior IT has posive percepons of low code so ware.
Percepons of Low Code So ware
(% Strongly/Somewhat Agree)
Low code can be useful for automang repeve
coding tasks

84%
76%

Low code can free up developer me to work on higher
level projects
Low code can posion our IT organizaon to be more
agile and compeve

86%
71%
81%

DEFINITION: Low code soware
provides an environment that
programmers use to create
applicaon soware through
graphical user interfaces and
configuraon instead of tradional
computer programming.

67%

Senior IT
Low code can be used to develop mission-crical
applicaons and systems

77%
59%

Development

Q18: Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements regarding low code soware.
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The fact is that leading low-code development platforms support developers throughout the entire software
development lifecycle and ensure governance and enterprise-grade security. Low-code and no-code
integrations make it simple for developers to utilize the latest and most powerful technologies within their
solutions, and visual composition allows business line owners to collaborate more effectively with IT in defining
how those solutions should work. Automating DevOps functions and maintenance/upgrades eliminates lowlevel developer tasks. IT leadership sees low-code as a path to faster delivery of business innovation, and the
recognition that comes with it. In short, the survey data shows that IT teams, from executives to developers,
believe low-code development directly addresses the primary obstacles and pain-points that stand between
them and success.

Methodology
The survey, conducted by IDG, gathered responses between March 27, 2019 through April 8, 2019.
Respondents comprised of 300 IT professionals. Half were senior IT professionals (C-level to Director). The
other half identified as developers, engineers or architects. All respondents work at companies with more than
1,000 employees.

Company Size

(Average: 27,465 employees)

Job Role

100,000 or more
50,000 - 99,999

Senior IT
50%

Development
50%

30,000 - 49,999
20,000 - 29,999
10,000 - 19,999
7,500 - 9,999
5,000 - 7,499
2,500 - 4,999
1,000 - 2,499

14%
8%
4%
6%
12%
7%
13%
20%
16%

IDG is the world’s largest media, data and marketing services company that activates and engages the most
influential technology buyers. IDG Marketing Services creates custom content with marketing impact
across video, mobile, social and digital. IDG is the #1 tech media company in the world, per comScore.*
Additional information about IDG, a privately held company, is available at www.idg.com.
*Source: comScore Media Metrix, Desktop Unique Visitors, Worldwide, January 2017

Appian provides a low-code development platform that accelerates the creation of high-impact business
applications. Many of the world’s largest organizations use Appian applications to improve customer
experience, achieve operational excellence, and simplify global risk management and compliance.
For more information, visit www.appian.com
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